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ADVERTISING RATES

Full Page (if available) 270mn High x 180mm Wide f30.00

Half Page 130mm High x 180mm Wide f16.00

Quarter Page l30mm High x 85mm Wide f10.00

The above rates are for advertisements using your black & white camera-ready artwork.
Artwork supplied by our artists or additional setting will be charged at cost.
Back cover position plus2O% ; inside back cover plus 15%

Distribution of leaflets supplied by customer:
A5 single sheet f16.00 ,A4 single sheet f 19.00

Multinle sheets f19.00 olus anv additional Dostal costs deDendent on weisht.

Semi-display Classified Advertisements
Up to 50 words for f5 from supplied artwork (or additional f.l if typesetting is required).
l/10th page tull width.
Small Advertisements
Up to 20 words free for Guild members, additional words 20 pence per word.
Non-members 20 pence per word.

Send your artwork or advertisement to: G.A. Stevens (Advertising Manager)
84, Kings Road, Berkhamstedi
Herls. HP4 3BP.

Tel: 0442 863146
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FRONT PAGE PHOTOGRAPH: Storage jar, or pithos, height 2 metres,

approx. date 1700 B.C. at Malia, Crete.
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ABOUT THE GUILD & THE NEWSLETTER

Membership of the Guild is open to anyone having an interest in pottery and offers the
members many opportunities each year to see the top potters demonstrating their skills. In
addition, an annual Open Day is held with demonstrations. A members' pottery exhibition,
visits and workshops are organised at various times during the year. Family mbmbership is
flllyeat, single f12.50, full:-time student f6. Send your cheque to our Membership
Secretary, D.Stott, "Broomfield', 36 Box Lane, Boxmoor, Herts. Hp3 0DJ.
The Dacorum & Chilterns Potters Guild Newsletter is published bi-monthly in January,
March, May, July, September & November, being distributed to all members of the Guild,
other craft groups & organisations. Contributions to the Newsletter are always welcome.
Opinions expressed in items published do not necessarily reflect the opinions of the
Committee or the Guild members as a whole.

REPRODUCTION OF NEWSLETTER ARTICLES

Articles in the Newsletter are copyright of the Guild or the Author unless otherwise attributed
& may not be reproduced, copied or used in any way without the permission of the Guild.

Closing date for items to be published in the September issue is 6th August.

EDITORIAL

According to the national press, Craft Shows & Markets are now a very popular entertain-
ment in many parts of the country at weekends although, for some stallholders, the
entertainment factor can be somewhat higher than the purchasing factor. If you have any
relevant experiences or comments on this, do let us know your views.
Gas Kimishima has been called away to Japan, so his next article in which 'all will become
clear' is postponed until the next issue.
Please read the Future Events column; you will see that we have some exciting activities in
store, including participation in a Bizen-style firing, a workshop with Freda Earl & the pot
Crawl, to mention only a few.

Mervyn Fitzwilliam

Fitzwilliam
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LETTERS

Dear Mervyn,

I have been running Raku events since 1949 and in the early '60s demonstrated the process

on television.
At a recent event, every pot was reduced to sherds, so I feel that my credibility as a "Raku
Guru" is now also in sherds. Any mention of my intention to run a future Raku event will,
I believe have potters running to the hills!
Whilst in these depths of low self-esteem, I am inclined to accept the title suggested for my
recent innovation, namely CRAKU.

Murray
OVe don't believe that Munoy would really give up so easity, so we expect his next event will
be a cracking success - Ed.)

FILM EVENING

The suggestion has been made that we should reinstate the tilm evening. lt is some years
since we had one because many of the "older" members have seen most of the available
ones. We now have many new members who might like to see them - there are some really
wonderful ones. It might be a good idea to have a film evening after the A.G.M. on
October 14th at the Orbital Centre.

There is only one snag - we need a film projector. We used to hire one, but that is
expensive. If anyone you know would be prepared to lend us one for the evening, please
ring Digby Stott 0442 250 540.

Ruth Karnac

Opportunity for potters' exchange abroad

Your secretary has forms for the use of any potter wishing to effect an exchange of workshop
and accommodation with a potter abroad. This is organised by BBK Atelier-Network, Berlin
which provides a means for giving information to artists/crafupeople wishing to exchange

facilities. It does not itself directly book exchanges, but will provide you with a list of
available places.

Ruth Karnac

. Correction

The article on glazes in the May issue suffered from an omission, the corrected passage

fbllows:

First there is the cost. A typical ffansparent stoneware glaze (Reward-Clayglaze R4205) is
currently priced atfl.43 for 500 gilS., i.e. f2.86 per kilo. The glaze detailed in the last

article costs approximately .81p per kilo. This assumes buying the basic ingredients in
quantities costing f5-f10 per lot up to an individual maximum of 10 kgs. for any single
ingredient. The CMC/Dexfrin mixture was priced the same as the nearest equivalent
commercial substitute (Reward-Clayglaze'suspendit' R1036 at f1 .40 for 500 gms). All the

above prices are subiect to VAT.
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FUTURE GUILD EVENTS
YOUR MEMBERSHIP CARD HAS A LIST OF FUTURE GUILD EVENTS, BUT
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ALTERATION, SINCE CHANGES DO OCCUR & OTHER
EVENTS ARE SOMETIMES ADDED, OR VENUES ARE ALTERED. PLEASE
KEEP UP-TO-DATE BY CHECKING THE 'FUTURE EVENTS' COLUMN IN YOUR
NEWSLETTER.

Friday, Sept.l6th 8 p.m. at the Orbital Centre (see map page 16)
Phyllis Dupuy will be demonstrating the methods she uses in the production of her superb
gold on blue glaze decorated bowls and vases.
Friday, Oct.14th 8 p.m. at the Orbital Centre
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING. Speaker ro be confirmed
Friday, Nov.llth 8 p.m. at the Orbital Cenfre
Come and see how Andy Corby forms and decorated his spiky stoneware pots which are
glazed and lustred.

OTHER EVENTS
June 28th - July 25th
Ceramics Summer Show "Vessel" at the Old Bull Arts Centre, 68 High St., Barnet, Herts.

Don't forget to contact Linda Bryant (0442 233521) if you want to be involved in this ioint
fund-raising event. Also an opportunity to sell your pots and raise the profile of the CuitO
and its activities.

luc-MAKING woRKsHoP f15 for D.c.P.c. members,
SAT. AUGUST 20th fl8 for non-members

by August 13th, please to:
10 a.m.-4 p.m. at the Freda Earl.
RUDOLF STEINER SCHOOL 32 Trevelyan Way,

Berkhamsted,
USE OF AN ELECTRIC WHEEL Herts. HP4 lf H.
FOR EVERYONE

(Bring your own lunch, or go to nearby pub).

POTCRAWT TO BATH BY COACH
SEPTEMBER 3rd 1994.

Visiting PETER HAYES (POTTER) - PETER WRIGHT (SCULPTURAL WORK)
& THE EAST ASIAN oT HOLBURNE MENSTRIE MUSEUM

Lunch at the PARACON RESTAURANT
(Wide choice at reasonable prices)

PICK-UP POINTS;
8.30 AT HICH WYCOMBE (Lily's Walk, behind rhe bus stat
approx. 8.45 at CHORLEY WOOD (cricket ground on 4.404)
approx. 9 a.m. at HEMEL HEMPSTEAD (station car park)

Applications (soon please) to: VICTOR EARL,
f15.00 per head 32 TREVELYAN WAY,
(on a first come - BERKHAMSTED,
first served basis) HERTS. HP4 1fH
Cheques payable to D.C.P.G. 0442 - 865551
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Saturday 24th September: Doug Jones has invited us all to participate in a Bizen-style firing.
This event is inspired by the suggestions from Stan Romer in the May Newsletter & we will
incorporate the use of any plants available lrom Rothamstead. DON'T MISS THIS
UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY TO PARTICIPATE IN THIS UNUSUAL EVENT.
The basic plan is that you are invited to bring biscuited stoneware or porcelain pots, decorate
them with tied-on or otherwise applied plants/weeds/reeds, etc. & pack them into Doug's
kiln. 

"Firing 
(fbr which there will be a small charge) will commence at 11.45 a.m. to reach

1280 C. The guidelines are: bring pots made from clay which will withstand the
temperature, niurow neck (to allow tying plants/grasses), plates to fit inside other plates, or
bowls within bowls (to hold plants between them/on them) or any other pots that you care
to invent. The usual technique is to use rice stalks/grasses that have been soaked in salt water
& then dried, but we can improvise. Doug has
& will give further guidance if you phone him.

that seaweed could be interesti

MEMBERSHIP NEWS
Junko Tobin will be moving to Chicago with her family at the end of June. Junko has
attended the Workshops regularly & on one occasion brought her tather as a f'ellow-student.
We wish her well in her new home.

George & Alison Bateman, together with Beryl Singh, have joined us as Guild members and
we are delighted to welcome them.

TEAPOT WORKSHOP
On Saturday April 9th, Doug Jones held a workshop at the Rudolf Steiner School in Kings
Langley; this time it was for teapots and was really absorbing and inspiring for the five
Guild members who attended - what a shame that it was under-subscribed. It was held in a
light, airy and purpose-built pottery which Doug had designed specially fbr the school.
Rona decided she wanted to make a teapot based on an egg shape, the remainder of the
workshop opted for learning to throw pots with galleries, lids, etc. Doug was a mine of
information, giving us valuable hints and tips so that we all ended the day having produced
reasonable pots, whilst having had a very enioyable day making them.
Doug not only brought his Japanese wheel, worked by hand using a turning stick, his
Fitzwilliam wheel - this is a really super wheel - but he had also been down to Clayglaze and
borrowed one of theirs for the day.
After cramming three wheels, bags of clay, tools, demonstration pots, hair dryer, etc. into
t}re car, he had already put in a lot of work and preparation into the workshop before the

'class arrived.
The day was further enlightened by Doug's amusing anecdotes and observations, e.g. in
1963, both he and Lucie Rie were selling teapots for f7 .10.0 through Primavera, a very good
price for that time - now look where Lucie is!
Some of us finished off by having a go on the Japanese wheel - surprisingly easy to use, but
a bit hard on the knees, I thought.

MargueriteMoon
DEMONSTRATION BY AUDREY RICHARDSON (FRIDAY I5TH APRIL)
Audrey Richardson currently pots in Alton but is moving shortly to Newport, Pembs. and is
looking forward to glorious sea views. Originally, she trained as an artist at the Dundee
School of Art where pottery was rather frowned upon and not included in the syllabus.
Audrey came to pottery at Dorking where an inspired teacher persuaded her to try it rather
than sculpture.

n will be oDened on:

Sunday 25th September, which Doug has designated his Equinox Open Day, ll a.m-
until last person leaves (arrive early if you want to be there when the kiln is opened).
Tealcoffee free, bring food & wine, or participate in a charity lunch-
114 Norfolk Road, Rickmansworth. 0923 770913. ALL ARE WELCOME.
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The evening started with a slide show, but Audrey's was unusual, if not unique, in including
a number of examples of work from potters who had been an inspiration to her. These
exemplars included such illustrious names as Lucie Rie, Hans Coper and Elizabeth Fritsch.
Audrey's own work might be summarised as 'studies in curves'. The pots in a pale body
served as an inconspicuous base fbr the involved curvaceous designs on dark colours or, vice
versa, in many cases the true shapes of the pots were hard to discern due to the impact of the
designs upon them. We seemed to be in the presence of a superb camouflage artist whose
skills would have been in great demand 50 years ago! In this context, it is interesting to note
that her work last year was entitled Eclipse and lllusion.
All Audrey's pots are made fiom T material which she finds suitable for her working method
and final effect. Pot bases are formed over plaster hump moulds. The rounded bases are
supported by a "bean bag" filled with polyst5rrene beads, whilst the sides are raised with
flaffened coils. All the pots were variations on several basic shapes which Audrey has
evolved. There were cradle forms, boat forms and several others which were modified
according to the eventual result desired.
Decorations are painstakingly applied in small increments of brushwork. Various brush sizes
are used, from the very large down to the minute. Decoration can take as long as a week per
pot. Pots are biscuit fired and the glaze applied with dry brushes. Applications continue
until the required thickness is built up. The final firing is at 1230-1250" C in an electric kiln.

Dick Pope

Hanna Christianson removes the
"first attempt", whilst our
young visitor awaits the "next
attempt" with eager anticipation

(photograph by Mervyn Fitzwilliam)

What a busy day! This was the second Leisure and Hobbies show organised
by the Gazene at the Pavillion in Hemel Hempstead and the second time the Guild have had
a presence.

Friday evening saw Freda and Victor Earl and myself lugging wheel, pots,
photos, shelving (and lots of other bits and pieces) into the Pavillion. Having already
erected one such stand last year, we took much less time to set up (not like the group who
were designing their stand by committee! They put their display up, then took it down, then
put it up and took it down again. As we left, there was a very heated discussion group and
a half'-dressed stand!).

Saturday saw Tony Stevens and myself start off the day with a two hour stint
on the wheel and talking to people about the Guild. It didn't take long for the kids and their
parents to gravitate towards us. They were clamouring to'have a go'. Non-stop for nearly
two hours we had one or another child taking a turn at the wheel. At twelve, Freda Earl and
Pam Bishop took over for two hours - a repeat of the first two hours. Then, at two. Hanna
Christianson and Mervyn took over for the finale. Again, they were mobbed. Other
participants in the show felt we should have won some sort of award, as we were the only
group on the main floor area who encouraged visitors to take part.
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It was hard work fbr all of us, but enjoyable. By doing only two hours each,
had too tough or tiring a time.

It would be really helpful if other Guild members could volunteer to help out
sorts of events rather than it always falling to those few whose arms I can easily

i

t

YOUR OPPORTUNITY TO HELP AND PROMOTE THE GUILD
PRESENTS ITSELF AUGUST 29TH, BANK HOLIDAY MONDAY, AT THE
WATFORD CARNIVAL. ALL HELP WELCOME. PLEASE DO COME FORWARD
AND OFFER YOUR TIME FOR A COUPLE OF HOURS .... PLUS THE CHANCE
TO SELL POTS.

Involvement will include:
- Demonsffating on the wheel
- helping visitors/children to use the wheel
- Helping visitors/children to hand build
- selling your own and others' pots.

PLEASE CALL LINDA BRYANT: (X42 - 233521

AN EVENING WITH JANE WALLER, 13TH MAY 1994.

A hand built millefiori
bowl by Jane Waller

(Illushation from the front
cover of her book "Hand
Built Ceramics")

Those of us who have read Jane's book "Hand Built Ceramics" were expecting
an informative evening and we were not disappointed. She took us through the painstaking
development of her present working methods, achieved over many years of experimentation.

Jane trained at the Oxford Tech. and later at Hornsey Art College, where she
concentrated on sculpture, lit-e-drawing and painting. By the time she attended Sir John Cass
College she had turned to ceramics, had begun working with coloured clays and
experimenting with casting coloured slips in moulds. During four years at the Royal College
of Art, she developed her own novel method of achieving colours right through a pot by
laying pieces of coloured clay into a mould and pounding it with a pestle. The inspiration
for her millefiori pots came from making glass "woblets" with colour incorporated inside the
walls. Her need to experiment and self--confessed low boredom threshold is satisfied by
working with millefiori where no two pots turn out the same.

Jane uses any white clay: porcelain, white St. Thomas's or white earthenware.
She makes the body up fiom 90% powdered clay and l0% molochite (calcined china clay
which improves workabilty), which is covered with water to soak and then mixed. To make
her 36 coloured clays, she adds varying concentrations of natural oxides by mixing them into
a slip with water and adding them to the body mixture.
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Oxides used in.clude: cobalt, manganese, nickel, black iron, red iron, crocus martis, copper
and tin (to make the pale powdery colours she likes). Black clay is made using a body stain.
Jane does not mix her colours very thoroughly because she likes the variety semi-mixing
produces. The resulting slurry is put in moulds, patted down and covered with polythene.
When firmer, it is wrapped in polythene and put into bins for 3-6 months to mature and
improve its plasticity. She always makes test pieces of the colours before using them. Her
millefiori clay is prepared by extruding long strands of different colours and then pressing
them carefully together to give patterns which emerge when the roll is cut through.

-cut 

end of roll

2.

Other patterns are made by marbling. Jane recommends the use of barrier creams to help
prevent colouring oxides entering the skin.
MAKING TECHNIQUE
1. Makes plaster of paris moulds, using solid clay for models.

even layer of plaster
solid clay mode;

wall of wood or clay
bat

Mould is lined with layer of wet butter muslin which prevents cracking. Mould
filled with coloured clay pieces carefully arranged.

mould
damp coloured clay pieces about

% " thick (no slip or water)

3. Covers pestle with butter muslin & pounds clay down to an even thickness.

works from base upwards

4. Puts damp coil around rim or makes chequer pattern.
5. Squeezes rim to correct thickness between butter muslin.
6. Folds butter muslin into middle, covers with polythene & leaves overnight to ffien.
7. Lifts out bowl using butter muslin and pushes the clay in firmly all over the outside

using a metal kidney. The pattern is blurred at this stage. Puts back in mould for
several days.

8. When leather hard, uses small metal kidney all over inside & outside to scrape through
to a crisp pattern. Trims rim with surform if necessary.
Jane does not discard any scraps of clay, but puts them in plaster moulds lined with

muslin. When fuIl, she adds water. It soaks down and she squeezes it out like a cheese.
She then pats and presses it to make a re-usable block full of randomly arranged coloured
pieces. She enioys using this clay to make less precise patterned bowls using the same
technique.

Pots are variously biscuit fired to either 1000'C. or to a high biscuit of 1150'C., and
some are once-fired staight through to stoneware. Jane is not fond of shiny glazes and has
experimented with sand-blasting to dull the surface. She more usually waxes her pots by
rubbing the warm pots with beeswax. Jane did stress that pots made by using this pounding
technique are unusually sfrong. See her articles on colouring clay in Ceramic Rewew Nos.
144 and I45.

Elaine Hudson
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PROFILE

I do not grace the ceramic art. My pottery is confined to humping and wedging clay for my
wife, who has shown me how to carry out manufbcturing tasks. My qualificationi to b" b
treasurer are no better than those to be a potter. I studied Latin & Greek at school and
university, where I switched to philosophy and economics. My working life has been in
investment analysis and management, financial iournalism, economic research and editorial
work. But at least I get the books to balance. And, if I know little about pottery, at least
I know what I don't like.

Victor Earl

The Guild has no complaints about
our Treasurer - he is a very valued
member of the committee and has no
justification for being so modest -
Editor

A POTTERY IN CRETE.

During our recent holiday in Crete, Sylvia and I visitecl a pottery, run by Manolis
Hadiinicolakis & his family at Thrapsano. Manolis is helped by his two sons, beorge &
Dimitris & George's wife Nektaria. We were made very welcome, but struggled with
communication until the arrival of Nikitas Kypriotakis, the owner of a local hotel and a
family friend. He was helping the family by taking some photos of their pots for an export
catalogue, due to be supplied to the U.K.

Naturally I took a strong interest in the techniques used for producing pots,
particularly the wheels. Two electric wheels were used to produce most of the smaller pots,
up to about 0.3 metres high. These wheels were of a very basic design, being driven by a
motor with a simple foot-operated clutch, which gave minimal speed control. To use these
wheels, the intermediate speeds are obtained by engaging/disengaging the clutch at
appropriate moments during the throwing. Great care and practice are essential to throw
consistently.

A bank of six hand-operated wheels are used to produce the larger pots and these
wheels, built into a platform about 0.7 mefies high, are probably not greafly different from
those used 2000 years 8.C., to produce the storage jars which are such a marked feature of
the excavations at Knossos and Malia. The main difference between the original and modern
'wheels would be the materials from which they are made, originally wood, now car half-
shafts with welded tubes attached, see fig.1.

When we arrived, Manolis, the Master Potter had produced five pots from the local
clay and was completing the sixth. The technique is a combination of adding large coils,
frg.2, and then throwing/shaping whilst the wheel is rotated by hand, fig.3. the hot
Mediterranean sunshine assists the drying process considerably. Finally, the pots are
decorated in the traditional style, using barbotine designs and combing, with handles added
in the usual way, afterwards.

Small glazedearthenware items are fired in an elecffic kiln of about 6 cu.ft. capacity,
but the kiln for firing the terracotta ware was a simple updraught type of approximately 180
cu.ft. flued with scrap chipboard and wood oftbuts, the temperature of about 1100"C 

-being

determined by eye plus experience.

I
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vehicle half-shaft
with bat bolted on

t
2
)

Fig- l One of the six
wheels built into the platform

Fig.2 Adding the coils
to the part-finished pot

D

I

Fig.3 (left) Shaping the pot
whilst the wheel is
turned by hand

Fig-4 (right) Pots being
selected for photography

During our visit, Crete became a member of the E.E.C. (not that we had any special
influence on this fact). Also during our visit there was an earthquake - not our fault. In
addition, one of the enormous storage jars, made circa 2000 B.C. and approximately 2.5
mefres high, was stolen from the Knossos site. No, it is not in my garden!

MervynFitzwilliam

Ebar to rotate

rlr/lt
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GLAZES - PART 7.
The final topic in this series on glazes is one that many people seem to find
incomprehensible. It is that of molecular formule, and basically it is a very simple concept,
once the underlying principles are understood.
A very simple glaze can be made as fbllows:

Feldspar 111 parts by weight
Quartz 24 rr

Soda Ash 62 tr

Whiting 2l
This is a raw alkaline glaze. For a test batch the above quantities might be weighed out in
grams, but fbr a manutacturer they would more likely be in tons. The exact amount is
immaterial; it is the ratio of the various ingredients that is important.
The very imallest quantities of a mineral that can exist are molecules. These are
combinations of atoms of the individual elements that make up the compound. There are
about a hundred individual elements in existence and from these everything else is made, just
as from only twenty-six letters all written work can be constructed.
Every element has a different relative weight to all others. The lightest one, hydrogen, was
given the arbitrary weight of one. The heaviest element of interest to potters is uranium and
has a weight of 238. These are called the atomic weighs and are listed in the more technical
pottery books.The molecular weights of the compounds formed by the chemical combination
of the individual elements is the sum of the atomic weights of the ingredients. For example,
water has the formula HOr, i.e. two atoms of hydrogen combine with one of oxygen to form
one molecule of water. Now, as stated above, the atomic weight of hydrogen is one, whilst
that of oxygen is sixteen, so that the molecular weight of water is: (2 x 1) * 16 : 18.
Soda ash has the molecular formula NarCO,. This means that it is a compound containing
two atoms of sodium (Na being the chemical symbol for sodium), one of carbon and three
of oxygen. Since sodium has an atomic weight of 23 andcarbon of 12, the molecular weight
of soda ash is: (2 x23) + 12 + (3 x 16) : 106.
Now if one wished to substitute red lead for the soda ash , perhaps to have non-soluble
ingredients, or to reduce crazing due to the high expansion associated with high alkaline
glazes, different weights would be needed because lead is much heavier than sodium. Soda
ash is also a carbonate whilst red lead is an oxide. It is important to bear in mind the
relevant ratios needed to provide one atom of sodium or lead respectively.
To bring the above into a more every day situation. Imagine a school was going on an outing
to the zoo and the school cook had to prepare packed lunches. She decidedto give each of
the 300 pupils a tangerine. Knowing that tangerines weigh twelve to the pound, she orders
25 pounds to provide the required 300 tangerines.
However, the greengrocer rings back to say they have no tangerines, would bananas do?
Since bananas are heavier weighing, say, only four to the pound, the cook has to order a
greater weight in order to provide a banana each for the 300 children. She would need to
order: 25 lbs. *12:75 lbs. ofbananas.

4
This is efTectively the same process as that in the glaze substitution above and, whilst rather
tedious, it is not difficult providing the intbrmation is available. I have found that "The
Potter's Dictionary" by Frank and Janet Hamer is an excellent reference book on all aspects
of pottery. It is particularly useful in the current context as it lists the formule of all the
commonly used raw materials together with their molecular weights.
To return to the world of the potter, the following calculations would be needed. Red lead
has the fbrmula PbrOo (Pb is the symbol for lead, whose atomic weight is207, which means
that the molecular weight of red lead is: (3 x207) + (4 x 16) : 685. Whilst soda ash needs
106 gram molecules to provide two atoms of sodium, red lead provides three atoms of lead
for its gram molecular weight of 685. In other words, to provide one atom of sodium (or
lead), one would only need 10612 : 53 gram molecules of soda ash but: 685 : 228 gram

tir
il
t,

{T
t!

molecules of red lead (approx).
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Hence, to substitute red lead for the 62 parts of soda ash in the above formula, the amount
of red lead required is: 62 x 228 : 267 parts.

53
This means the new formula is:

Feldspar 11 1 parts

Quartz 24 " -Red lead 267 tr

Whiting 2l rr

This is the basic principle of molecular formula (and the closely related Unity Formula).
Their great advantage is that it is easier to evaluate the action of a given mixture by being
able to ignore the differing atomic weights of the ingredients, and concentrate on the ratios
of the constituent molecules, which is the important thing.
This concludes this short series on the 'Construction' of glazes. I hope I have steered a
middle course between being over simplistic for the more advanced, and baffling the
newcomers. If I have encouraged a few to experiment and not only make their own glazes
at a fraction of the cost of ready made versions, but also to try and make new and exciting
glazes of their own. then I will have been successful.

Tony Stevems

ELTONWARE AT CLEVEDON COURT
(This article was originalty published in the magazine of th;e National Trust, Autumn
1980, and is reprinted here with the kind permission of the National Trust and the
author.)

The most unexpected collection at Clevedon Court, Avon, is its Eltonware, artpottery
made by Sir Edmund Elton (1846-1920) & George Masters, his assistant, between 1880 &
1920. Edmund Elton, when in his early 30s whilst watching the tile-makers at work in a

local brick field, decided to glaze some tiles himself for a mosaic wall decoration but his first
attempts at both glazing & kiln building were unsuccessful. From the beginning he kept a
record of his work: 'July 15, 1880 - Built new kiln & prepared 249 new experiments: kiln
gave way... About August 25, fired 86 experiments with wood fuel: everything spoilt but 2
pieces'. However failure stimulated him.

To start with he employed a local flower-pot thrower to make shapes at his instruction
('Stop now, bulge out there, draw in here') but he quickly became dissatisfied. It was very
clear in his mind at this time, he said, that as the Pre-Raphaelites had discarded modern
teaching in painting, he might do the same in pottery. To assist him he took on George
Masters (soon to become indispensable) straight from school. Together they learned to throw
pots, using the local, easily fusible red clay mixed with a small quantity of more refractory
material from the Potteries. This they prepared for use in the same way as the eady potters
& their experiments with kilns & glazes continued. Very quickly, they mastered the difficult
technical problems & began to attain a high degree of skill.

'Great latitude', wrote Elton, 'is left to the thrower in developing the archaic forms
which seem to grow as if by magic under his hands.' By 1882 Eltonware already had those
characteristics which made it so distinctive: bold & original shapes inspired by traditional
Somerset & English medieval wares; & raised decoration with patterns of birds, fruits &
flowers all in rich & carefully balanced masses of colour. They glow in jewel-like hues of
red & gleen & lapis-lazuli, whose free treatment, derived from the Oriental, contrasts greatly
with the precise & detailed fradition of fine Victorian china.

His highly individual technique involved the incising of the pattern on the body, which
was then covered with a coating of slip as a ground colour. After a period of hardening, the
space within the incised lines was filled with very stiff slip clay, coloured as required. The
pot was again left to harden & then the raised pattern was worked by cutting or modelling.
The finished piece was fired slightly to fix the colours & finally covered with a hard,
fransparent lead glaze fired to as high a temperature as possible. Thus the brilliant colours
were produced entirely by dyed clays.
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In 1902 Elton began experimenting with metallic glazes, which led to the ,crackled,
ware that forms the most unusual part of his output. Some early pieces were successful, but'when he tried to repeat the effects he found thaf there were too-many variables to be sure of
the result. Over the next few years his ever-abiding love of experiment & interest in kiln
design & the chemistry of glazes must have been ru-ily satisfied, although there were many
flustr.atigns. 'May '09 - The small kiln tired on 2610i with fireclay disf,es & plaques to b!
biscuited & saggar with glazed plaques - & pieces to be glazed ready for platinum - turned
out thus. Dishes & plaques all right & the rest all *.ong ... Think something comes out of
the fireclay to cause the mischief - if this is not the casi I am at my wits .tiO .. . years of
trouble &' useless experiments & expense have been indulged in. Very tiresome, but it can,t
be helped & we now begin again with a good heart & eipect all soris of iolly things'.

Some of the pottery
which is on display
at Clevedon. (From a
slide provided by
Julia Elton)

The method of producing crackled ware is described by George Masters in his
straightforward & workmanlike way. 'After the piece is dry it is burnt slightly. It is then
taken out of the kiln & glazed inside with a hard glaze & then put back into the kiln & fired
up to about 950"C which makes it waterproof as the glaze inside will not craze when carried
up to that heat. It is then glazed on the outside with a very soft glaze & put back into the
kiln & carried up to 800"C, this glaze shrinking more than the piece. The consequence is
it crazes all over. It is covered with 'liquid platinum', put back into the kiln & fired up to
800"C, breaking up where the crackles come ... It is then covered with liquicl gold, put into
the kiln & fired up to 800"C. The platinum not agreeing with gold sends gold into the cracks
making that curious sparkling etfect that we get'.

During his lifetime Elton exhibited at international exhibitions, in London, & in New
York, where Tiffany was his agent. His work has always been familiar to the inhabitants of
Clevedon & its neighbourhood, mostly on account of the handsome Paschal candlesticks &
altar f'urniture he made fbr the local churches. However it is only recently with the interest
in his contemporaries, such as the Martin Brothers, that Eltonware has become better known.

My great-grandfather was an unpretentious man. He said of himself '... that if an
ignorant country baronet set to work to make mud-pies and didn't know anything about it,
& used plenty of glazing he was bound to turn out something queer'. The unique & splendid
collection of Eltonware is still to be seen within sight of the outbuildings where he & George
Masters worked fbr over forty years.

Julia Elton

(
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THE NEW GLASS GALLERY AT THE V. & A.

This has recently been opened and it is immediately obvious when you go in that a
great deal of thought, effort and money has gone into it. The money has not come from the
public purse - when does it ever, these days? - but from the large glass-making firms. It is
a historic collection, mostly-of European origin with some from the Middle East.

The first room at the top of the stairs shows a large selection of the work of the
mediaval French potter, Bernard Palissy (an acquired taste I think, like escargots) and also
some other French ware which tends towards the grandiose and pompous.

In the ante-room to the new gallery is a lovely collection of small bottles made from
semi-precious mineral stone like agate, malachite and iade, etc. and also a few, exquisite,
carved jade bowls of incredible delicacy and beauty.

In the new main gallery, the first things which caught my eye were the chandeliers
of clear and coloured crystal. In the showcases of the upper level, going up the new glass

stairway with modern glass balustrades, are first of all some small pieces of Roman and
Egyptian work and millefiore beads from Carthage. Apparently, an early technique was that
of making glass around a clay core. Blown glass was first done c.50 B.C. and the method
spread rapidly throughout the Roman empire.

There are pieces from the Middle East, including mosque lamps, Venetian glass and
pieces from most European countries up to and including the present day. Some of the 18th
and 19th century work is unbelievably delicate and beautiful, but many are near-kitsch.
Much of the contemporary work is simple, inventive, sculptural and beautiful, especially a
large piece from Czechoslovakia.

I wonder why it is then, that for me, glass can never quite have the "pull" and
atffaction that ceramics have. I do very much hope that now the V. & A. will do as much
for ceramics as it has done for glass, especially for potters of this century up to and including
our contemporaries.

I understand that there will be a large temporary exhibition of current work at the end
of the year, but I would love to see a comprehensive and permanent showing of 20th century
European ceramics, with a sfrong bias towards our own makers.

Ruth Karnac

BOOK REVIEWS. [All reviewed by Stan Romerl
THE CLAY ART OF ADRIAN SAXE: Martha Drexler Lynn. Thames & Hudson -
Los Angeles Count5r Museum of Art. 1994. Hardback- 160 pp. f19.95
This is a lavish book: lavish in the sense that it is profuse with illustrations of beautiful works
of sculptural art. There is a common motif connecting practically all the various artefacts
portrayed; that motif being a juxtaposition of a proud, bulbous & seductively curvaceous
moulded or thrown form, beautifully & painstakingly prepared, with an organic, often raw,
sharp-featured or rough-hewn consort; which being virtually diametrically opposed to each
other, form a perfect parhership.
This potter's work can be considered as 'avant-garde', yet every piece shows the exfteme
intricate & careful detail used ffaditionally in all the stages of its production.
with 100 small black & white illustrations & 64 beautifully-coloured photographs, the ample
text meanders meaningfully through the 50 years of the life of the artist. From studying
sculptural ceramics & making also utilitarian pots, Saxe became intrigued with the Japanese
glazes on many delicate pots made in Hawaii, to where he had moved studying chemistry &
art. Returning to his native California, he studied with many famous artists, including among
them several ceramists. This set him on the road to the highly decorative & expressive,
glazed ceramics which he has produced over the last 20 or more years.
The book covers all his work, which is represented at the exhibitions in the U.S.A. and Japan
over this present year. Saxe is obviously fascinated by shape and 'colour-texture', and he
shows this fascination in his meticulous work which often is accompanied by intriguingpnd
witty titles.
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The applied decoration on many of his pieces may not be considered by some to be other than
'kitsch', whilst others may acclaim these appendages to be artistic echoes of the world around
us. Whatever they are deemed to be - all the work is most artistically produced, and the
results of the modern techniques of colour-printing shown in the book bring out the real hues
of the glazes which have been used on all the wares.
The basic proud forms illustrate the years of study and practice that have been required to
produce such works of art. The rest lies in 'the eye of the beholder'.
This is a volume of one person's work - which shows the influence of many others' and also
of the world around him - of the past and the present. It is a fine representation of an
exhibition thousands of miles away - but a book which is capable of bringing this exhibition
within our.homes.

ELECTRIC KILN CERAMICS: A Guide to Clays & Glazes. Richard Zekin-
A. & C. Black, Ltd. 1994. Hardback - 284 pp- tl7.gg

This special book, lavishly produced, consists of 11 chapters, a pertinent glossary, 2
appendixes. an index of the many artists whose works are described & also a gbod,
comprehensive subiect index.

The title of the book should give the reader a little insight to the specific detail of the work.
Emphasis on the word 'Electric' suggests that the wares'are all fired in an oxidising atmos-
phere - & this is precisely the theme of the work.
The author, Richard Zakin, Prof-essor of Art at Ngw York State University, Oswego, studied
at Alfred University (1965-67) a time when the 'in thing' was 'reduction stoneware'. I
hasten to add that, along with many others, I believe the 'reduction firing' method produces
some wonderful glaze results which, in the main, are not obtainable by 'oxidation firing'.
But Zakin goes on to say that he attempted to produce different, clearer, simpler glazes whiih
did not necessarily dominate the form of the pot in quite the same way thatreduction glazes
can, and his attempts were successful.

His main work is 'mid-fire' in the eleecffic kiln. He has developed glaze recipes &
application methods suitable for, especially, mid-fire work. He fires also at both higher
(1280'c) & lower (1060"c), but usually keeps in the mid range at Cone e eziz; g & ;;t
carefully explains in detail the different reactions of firings across these temperatures.

The book, vastly illustrated with black & white & several coloured photographs of the work
of many artists portrayed throughout, is clearly designed to make the reatling both easy &
interesting.
Clay absorption & shrinkage rates of all the various bodies are explained & enumerated. The
effects upon different clays & glazes by the various application methods & conditions of
.firing are explained in an imaginative & exploratory manner.

Whilst the asthetic aspects of mid-fire pottery are presented, the technical details also are
lucidly expounded; the use & care of an electric kiln; repairs.& replacements; making your
own kiln; firing cycles; & last, but by no means least, safe practices for the ceramicist.

Earlier I used the words 'lavish' & 'comprehensive', & I have repeated these for emphasis
to describe this book. I find it to be a most illuminative, instructional & interesting volume;
one that apparently cannot be faulted in any way. But yes, perhaps just one small thing - or
word: the author uses 'bisque' which is the word that I consider should be used for 'porcelain
biscuit'. I prefer the word 'biscuit' to be used for unglazed ware. Then, that is my view.

But this is a very good book indeed !

t

I
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Shire Album No.191 "SCOTTISH POTTERY" - A Brief History. Graeme Cruikshank.
32 pp. f 1.95.

In keeping with the use of the word 'English' for 'British', there are many people, including
potters, who know little about Scottish pottery. Here we have a neat little book informing
the reader about the Beaker People who settled in Neolithic times, then through to the Middle
Ages, & advancing to the industrialisation of the craft. The first pottery factory is stated to
have been the Delffield Pottery at Broomielaw on the river Clyde. Many more followed
after the first, hazardous, failed firings. East of Edinburgh several works were set up. There

are many photographs of the wares made in these works, which included much stoneware.

The best known, Wemyss ware of Kircaldy, consisted of highly decoratediugs, cups & vases.

Scottish pottery was exported to America, Africa & Australia. The last of the Industrial Art
Potteries, among them the Britannia Pottery in Glasgow, gradually declined by about 1950.

Now it is the Studio potters, some working in multi-disciplinary communes, who produce the
pottery of Scotland. If you fiavel to Dundee, Glasgow or Edinburgh, you can visit the

various museums which have collections of Scottish wares. The addresses are given in the
book, as well as a further-reading list.

Shire Album No.279 "Minton". Joan Jones. 32 pp. f1.95.

This little book is a compact history of Minton pottery. Thomas Minton, born 1765, learned
to become an expert engraver, which led him to start his own pottery & to produce

excellent, decorated bone-china wares, as well as underglaze blue-painted earthenwares,

which have become well-known around the world. Bisque figures of many kinds were made

with great detail, some were glazed- Herbert Minton, Thomas's son, continued to run the
factory & introduced new products, including 'parian', distinctive tableware and majolica.
Herbert's nephew, Colin Minton Campbell, succeeded him & became a pioneer of the Art
Pottery Studio increasing the numbers of types of wares, which led up to the wonderful Art
Nouveau & kt Deco wares - and on to the present day.
With a further-reading list & a column of museums in Britain, Ausffalia, Canada & the

U.S.A. to visit, this is an informative and interesting book.

ShireAlbumNo.28T "Jugs". R.K. Henrywood. 32pp. f1.95

Like collectors, some potters are interested in all sorts of wares, some are keen on just one

style & some keep with one object made in many ways. Here we have an interesting booklet
about - just Jugs. Tall, short, thin, fat, plain, decorated, earthenware, stoneware or
porcelain; painted, transfer-printed, inscribed, sprig-moulded, relief-moulded, enamelled,
lustred, salt-glazed and more. The popular Toby jug, the commemorative jug, the milk jug,

the water jug, the ale jug & the ornamental jug. All these are described & illustrated in the

booklet. Informative details & photographs are crammed neatly into these pages. There is
a simple glossary for those who are not sure of the specific name-types; & a further-reading
list, a common feature of Shire publications. There is also a list of places to visit in England

to see jugs. This is a good little book for the collector starting out on this hobby, or a potter,
however experienced, to view the work of other artists as they reached the peak of their
perfection.

I have been informed that all Shire publications can be purchased at the normal retail price
by post (free) directly from Shire Publications, Ltd., Cromwell House, Church Street,
Princes Risborough, Bucks. HP27 gAJ.
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SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS

Please note that the Guild
cannot be held responsible
for any claims made by advertisers
regarding the performance of
materials or equipment-

FOR SALE: Fulhan Kick Wheel
f1-50 phone 0814 493,363

WANTED: Potter to dernonstrate
at Ibstone Horticultural Show
(Nr.Stokenchurch) 6th Aug.
STALL FREE OF CHARGE.2-4.3Oprn.
Phone Linda Bryant 0442 23352I
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0442-85 229

0442-774 138

0121-869 383

0107-327 346

0442-242 332

0494-530 050

0727-823 801

081 907-5600

0442-233 521

0753-885 740

0452-450 300

0442-853 146
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Brunel .8*
THE UNIVERSIry OF WEST LONDON

SUMMER SCHOOLS IN CERAMICS & SCULPTURE
July 4-8 Introduction to Throwing & Handbuilding George Wilson
July 4-8 Terracotta Modelling from Life lo Miller
July 11-15 Vessels - Form & Decorative Treatment Felicity Aylieff
lulyTS-22 Mouldmaking/Slipcasting DaaidCowley
luly 25-29 Throwing Brian Dewbury
July 25-30 Understanding Glazes & Materials Harry Horlock-Stringer
July 30-31 Surface Pattern & Decorative Techniques Paula Gray

WEEKEND WORKSHOPS - October'94to June'95
- new brochure available shortly.

Further details from:
The Arts Centre, Brunel University,
Uxbridge, Middx. UB8 3PH
Tel : 0895-2773482 Fax : 0895-203250
Nearest tube station : Uxbridge
(Metropolitan I Piccadilly lines)
Nearest BR station : West Drayton

P O T C L A Y S - -----are pleased to announce the opening of their new branch:

II POTCI,A:'S SOIJTH II

Charter All€y, Ramsdell, nr-
Ba.s i ngstoke, Ha.nts - RG26 5PX

Tel- O?56 A5OOa9
Fax- O256 asO]-Oa

Ideally positioned to supply all points in central Southern England, the south coast &
London, we can now offer the complete range of Potclay materials, kilns and equipment at
Stoke-on-Trent prices (<5OO kgs.)

A large range of clays, raw materials, colours, brushes, kilns, wheels, etc. are ex-stock &
available for collection. Alternatively, orders can be generally delivered within 5 days.
Visitors are very welcome.

We are situated in the small village of Charter Alley which is next to Ramsdell just off the
A339 Newbury to Basingstoke road and 3 miles N.W. of Basingstoke.



AYEFCO LTD
LOI{GFIELD, BULSTRODE LANE, FELDE}I, HEMEL HEMPSTEAD,
HERTFORDSHIRE HP3 l)BP 0442 242332
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BOTH MODEIS HAW % HORSE POIWR IIIOTOR. WITH
PRECISE SPEED CONTROL & ARE AVAIIABLE WTH ;

NGHT OR LEFT FOOT CONTROL
OUR UMQW TIAND CONTROL SYSTEM
I44TEELHEAD REI#RSING
INTE RC HAI\G EABLE TRA YS

SHAFT ELTENSION SYSTEM & IvW,IYOTHER FEATURES

Plcase Telephone fiir our Price List.

SETTING NEW STANDARDS
OF PERSONAL SERVICE
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\ Ceramatech Ltd.

I Unit 16 Frontier Works.
I 33 Queen Street
I I-ondon Nl7 8JA
I r"l: o8t-885 4492
' Fax:081-365 1563

:::::::: :::
jliiiiii ili We don't think it's cnough to have the best::::::: .::
illlilil iilselection ol Ceramic Colours on the market.

'iiiiiii, iii and the most amazinq range of clays

';!iiii1.i.and Raiv Nlaterials at surprisinglv low prices;

:ii:i::,' and all GIazes in porvdcr' "Brushing"

.i::iiii; lbrrn and slop
:!!iiiii:

iii:iiii' We believe in old fashioned

:i:;:i, Personal Service as well.
::::::ri:::i:. F\rfl rzn'qe of Top and Fnrnt
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;:::ii Anchor Road, Longton
iililir i . ,it::::i.i. Stoke-onjlient ST3 IJW

'::ii:i:iii Irl: (0782) 598729 Fax: (0782) 598148
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